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A new three-dimensional boundary integral method is used to study the evolution of

an isolated precipitate growing by diffusion in an infinite, elastic, matrix. An adaptive

surface mesh [23] is used to accurately and efficiently discretize the precipitate boundaries

in 3D. The model accounts for diffusion, surface energy, interface kinetics and elastic

energy, which are coupled through a modified Gibbs-Thomson boundary condition at the

precipitate-matrix interface. The precipitate and matrix phases are taken to have different

elastic stiffness tensors and there is a mismatch strain between the phases. Both isotropic

and anisotropic elasticity are investigated. In this paper, the coarsening and growth

of a single precipitate are simulated under various conditions. For isotropic elasticity,

coarsened shapes are found to be consistent with the equilibrium shape analysis of Johnson

and Cahn [29]. Growth shapes are found to become rapidly nonlinear and to develop

regions of high curvature. In elastically anisotropic systems, coarsened shapes are found

to be consistent with the equilibrium shape calculations of Mueller and Gross [7, 8].

Simulations of coarsening in which the cubic axes of the precipitate are different from

those of the matrix suggest that there may be more than one local minima in the energy

so that the observed shapes depend on the growth path. Finally, non-convex precipitate

morphologies are seen for the growth of soft Ni3Al precipitates in a Ni matrix, consistent

with experimental observations. In the case of a hard Ni3Si precipitate grown under the

same conditions, we find self-similar growth of a convex shape.

Keywords: 3-D boundary integrals; Microstructure; Elasticity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The macroscopic properties of multiphase materials depend on their microstruc-

ture. In many metal alloys, this microstructure consists of individual precipitates

embedded coherently in a continuous matrix phase. Such microstructures can re-

sult from a diffusional phase transformation in which a thermodynamically stable

phase is driven from equilibrium by a sudden lowering of temperature. It is now es-

tablished that microstructure evolution during phase transformations is influenced

by the elastic fields generated by the transformation. There has been long standing

interest in simulating the diffusional evolution of these microstructures, with the

ultimate aim of controlling them to achieve desired alloy properties.

Much of the numerical work in simulating phase transformations has been re-

stricted to two-dimensional domains. However, there has been an increasing body

of work performed in three-dimensions. Simulations in 3D of phase transformations

have been primarily based on either diffuse interface methods, see e.g. [1, 2, 3] or

the discrete atom method [4, 5]. In these methods, microstructure evolution is

mimicked through the evolution of smooth field (e.g. composition or a phase field)

consistent with energy minimization, and so the methods extend readily from two

to three dimensions. Wang and Khachaturyan [1] have examined martensitic and

diffusional microstructures in three-dimensions using a phase field approach. Or-

likowski et al. [2] have studied the effect of long-range elastic fields on the phase

separation process of both two and three-dimensional systems with large-scale dif-

fuse interface simulations. Lee [4, 5] has applied the discrete atom method to

simulate phase separation in three dimensions.

Three dimensional simulations using sharp interface models are more difficult,

in part because these methods require tracking a mathematically sharp interface.
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Thompson and Voorhees [6] and Mueller and Gross [7, 8] have used sharp interface

models to find equilibrium shapes by minimizing the total energy which is the sum

of the elastic and surface energies. However, to our knowledge there has not been

any work in which a sharp interface formulation is used to track evolving precipitate

shapes in three dimensions. Such a formulation allows for a precise description of

precipitate shapes, and provides a numerical validation to the diffuse interface and

discrete atom methods discussed above. Also, the boundary integral formulation

only requires fields on the precipitate-matrix interface and not everywhere in the

system. This reduction in the dimensionality of the problem may, in some appli-

cations, give the sharp interface approach a computational advantage over other

approaches.

In this work, we simulate the full diffusional evolution of an isolated three-

dimensional precipitate embedded in infinite matrix phase, based on a sharp inter-

face formulation of the problem. Diffusion is assumed to be quasi-steady in both

the precipitate and matrix phases. The precipitate and matrix are taken to be

linearly elastic with different elastic properties. Elastic fields are generated by a

misfit strain between the phases and are assumed to satisfy the equations of elastic

equilibrium. The precipitate-matrix interface is a closed, two-dimensional, sharp

(zero thickness) surface with isotropic surface energy and isotropic interfacial kinet-

ics. The boundary condition for the composition on the interface is a generalized

Gibbs-Thomson condition accounting for surface energy, elastic energy and inter-

facial kinetic effects. This boundary condition provides all the coupling between

the elastic fields and the diffusion fields. Finally, the growth of the precipitate is

determined by a far-field condition in which either the far-field composition or the

mass flux into the system is prescribed.
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In Section 2, the governing equations and boundary integral formulations are

described. In Section 3, the numerical techniques for the moving boundary problem

are presented. In Section 4, the convergence and accuracy of the numerical methods

in solving the boundary integral equations are discussed. In Section 5, the numerical

method is used to generate both equilibrium and growing precipitate shapes of

precipitates for different sets of elastic parameters. Lastly, in Section 6 the results

are discussed and some conclusions are drawn.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

We consider the formation of a two-phase microstructure in a binary alloy. The

matrix phase ΩM extends to infinity, while the precipitate phase ΩP consists of an

isolated particle occupying a finite volume. The interface between the two phases

is a closed surface ∂Ω.

The evolution of the precipitate-matrix interface is controlled by diffusion of

matter across the interface. As we assume quasi-static diffusion, the normalized

composition c is governed by Laplace’s equation, ∆c = 0, in both phases. The

composition on the precipitate-matrix interface is given by

c = −κ − Zgel − λvn on ∂Ω (1)

where κ is the total curvature of the interface, the constant Z characterizes the

relative contribution of the elastic and surface energies [9], gel is an elastic en-

ergy density defined in Eq. (5), vn is the magnitude of the normal velocity of the

precipitate-matrix interface, and λ is a non-dimensional kinetic coefficient. We as-

sume for simplicity that the diffusivities of the two phases are identical, therefore
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the normal velocity vn is given by the flux balance

vn =
∂c

∂n
|∂Ω+ −

∂c

∂n
|∂Ω− , (2)

where n is the outward pointing unit normal of the interface and (∂c/∂n)|∂Ω+ and

(∂c/∂n)|∂Ω− denote the values of normal derivative of c evaluated on the precipitate

side and the matrix side of the interface, respectively.

Following [10, 11], we consider two different far-field conditions for the diffusion

problem. In the first, the mass flux J into the system is specified:

J =
1

4π

∫∫

∂Ω

vndA = J∞. (3)

In the second, the far-field composition c∞ is specified:

lim
|x|→∞

c = c∞. (4)

Because of the gel term in the boundary condition (1), one must solve for the

elastic fields in the system before finding the diffusion fields. The elastic fields

arise because of a misfit strain, denoted ε
T , between the precipitate and matrix.

Following Eshelby [12], this misfit is taken into account through the constitutive

relations between the stress σij and strain εij . These are σP
ij = CP

ijkp(εP
kp − εT

kp)

in the precipitate, and σM
ij = CM

ijkpεM
kp in the matrix. The elastic stiffness tensor

Cijkp may be different in the matrix and precipitate (elastically inhomogeneous).

We note also that Cijkp can reflect different material symmetries of the two phases.

The equations of elastic equilibrium require that σij,j = 0 in both phases (in

the absence of body forces). We assume the interface ∂Ω is coherent, so the dis-

placement u and the traction t are continuous across it. For simplicity, we suppose

that the far-field tractions and displacements vanish, though it is straightforward

to include them in the formulation. Finally, the elastic energy density gel in the
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boundary condition (1) is computed as

gel =
1

2
(σP

ij(ε
P
ij − εT

ij) − σM
ij εM

ij ) + σM
ij (εM

ij − εP
ij) on ∂Ω. (5)

The model presented above differs from the two-dimensional model presented

in [9, 13] in two ways. First, the kinetic term in the boundary condition (1) was

not included in the two-dimensional boundary integral calculations of [9, 13], where

the boundary was taken to be in local equilibrium (λ = 0). However, interfacial

kinetics are often included in models of phase transitions, see [10, 11]. Second, the

model considered here allows diffusion in both the matrix and precipitate phases,

whereas only diffusion in the matrix was considered in [9, 13]. For simplicity, we

have assumed that the diffusivities of both phases are identical, though different

diffusivities could easily be incorporated in the flux balance (2). Also, the boundary

condition (1) holds on both sides of the interface. We note that the composition

is normalized differently in the precipitate and matrix, so that the normalized

composition is continuous across the interface (the actual composition undergoes a

jump).

The total energy of the system, Wtot, is the sum of the surface energy, Ws, and

the elastic energy, We, where

Ws =

∫∫

∂Ω

dA, We =
Z

2





∫∫∫

ΩP

σP
ij(ε

P
ij − εT

ij) dV +

∫∫∫

ΩM

σM
ij εM

ij dV



 . (6)

For a coherent interface and a uniform misfit strain, it is well known that the elastic

energy can be written as a boundary integral [12]

We = −
Z

2

∫∫

∂Ω

tiε
T
ikxk dAx. (7)

Finally, the boundary integral equations for the diffusion and elasticity problems

have been presented in detail in previous work [9, 13] in two dimensions. In three
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dimensions, the integral equation formulations have the same structure as their two

dimensional counterparts except that the Green’s functions are different. We note

that since the diffusivities of the phases are matched the diffusion integral equation

is posed for the normal velocity directly (e.g. see [14]) rather than for a dipole layer

potential as in [15, 9, 13].

2.1. Desingularized integral equations for elasticity

The boundary integral equations for the continuous displacement field u(x) and

traction field t(x) on the interface involve Cauchy principal value integrals over

the interface, see [16, 9]. In our numerical calculations, we found it necessary to

implement a new, desingularized form of these integral equations, in which the

principal value integrals are eliminated. These integral equations can be obtained

by using the identity

P.V.

∫∫

∂Ω

Tijk(y − x)nk(y) dAy = −
1

2
δij , for x ∈ ∂Ω. (8)

where P.V. denotes principal value integral and Tijk is the Green’s function associ-

ated with the traction. This identity yields the desingularized form of the elasticity

integral equations,

∫∫

∂Ω

[ui(y) − ui(x)]T P
ijk(y − x)nk(y) dAy −

∫∫

∂Ω

ti(y)GP
ij (y − x) dAy

=

∫∫

∂Ω

tTi (y)GP
ij (y − x) dAy, j = 1, 2, 3,

uj(x)−

∫∫

∂Ω

[ui(y)− ui(x)]T M
ijk(y− x)nk(y) dAy +

∫∫

∂Ω

ti(y)GM
ij (y− x) dAy = 0.

(9)

where Gij is the Green’s function associated with the displacement and tT
i =

CP
ijkpεT

kpnj is the misfit traction.
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2.2. Green’s functions

The Green’s functions Gij and Tijk for isotropic elastic materials are given by the

Kelvin solution, see [17]. These functions are evaluated directly in our simulations

of isotropic materials.

However, it is well known that in three-dimensions, the Green’s functions for

general anisotropic materials cannot be expressed explicitly, and rather are writ-

ten in terms of line integrals (e.g. see [18, 19, 20]). In our simulations, the line

integrals, which are smooth and doubly-periodic functions of two independent vari-

ables (θ1, θ2), are tabulated and stored in two-dimensional arrays. To evaluate

the line integrals at an arbitrary point (θ1, θ2), we use the values of the 16 table

entry points that are closest to the point and interpolate with standard product

Lagrangian polynomials. The average relative error due to the interpolation was

determined to be of order 10−5 over the whole domain of the independent variables.

The size of the two-dimensional tabulation array necessary to achieve this level of

accuracy was 129× 259. The repeated computation of the line integrals is avoided,

and the computational cost is reduced drastically. We obtain a reduction in CPU

time by a factor of 170 with respect to that required for the direct evaluation of the

Green’s functions. Similar but less accurate techniques are used in previous studies

[21, 6, 7].

3. NUMERICAL METHODS

We briefly describe the numerical procedures for solving the diffusional evolution

of the inhomogeneous system. The details will be published elsewhere. For a

given precipitate shape, we first obtain the displacement u and the traction t on

the interface by solving the elasticity equations (9) using the tabulated values of
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the Green’s function described above. An adaptive surface triangulation [22, 23],

described briefly below, is used to represent the interface. Then, the elastic energy

density gel is calculated and the diffusion equation is solved to determine the normal

velocity vn. Finally, the surface is evolved one time step, using vn, the surface is

remeshed and the process is repeated.

The integral equations are solved using the collocation method together with

the iterative method GMRES [24]. The number of iterations required to solve the

systems depends on the interface morphology but is insensitive to the mesh size for a

fixed surface morphology. The overall integral equation algorithm is similar to that

described in [25] for the diffusion equation although here our specific application

is different and thus the details of the algorithms are different. We found that by

storing the full diffusion and elasticity matrices, the matrix-vector products used in

GMRES could be performed much more efficiently (a speed-up of at least a factor

of four) than if the matrices are not stored. This is because when the matrix is

not stored, the matrix elements are essentially recomputed every time the matrix-

vector product is performed. Storing the full matrix does impose some memory

limitations when a large number of points is used to discretize the complex surface

morphologies of the precipitates.

In the discretization, local quadratic Lagrange interpolation is used to represent

field quantities (i.e. u, t, vn and position of the interface x) in triangle interiors.

The normal vector is derived from the local coordinates using the Lagrange inter-

polants of the interface position. The curvature is determined by performing a local

paraboloid fit to the triangulated surface [26]. This combination was found to yield

the best accuracy for a given resolution.

On mesh triangles where the integrand is singular, a nonlinear change of vari-
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ables (Duffy’s transformation [25]) is used to map the singular triangle to a unit

square and to remove the 1/r divergence of the integrand. The ten-point (in each

direction) Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule is then used to perform the integration

on the unit square. For triangles in a region close to the singular triangle, the inte-

grand is nearly singular and so each of these triangles is divided into four smaller

triangles and a fifth order quadrature [27] is used on each sub-triangle individually.

On all other mesh triangles, the fifth order quadrature is used to approximate the

integrals.

To compute the elastic energy density gel defined in (5), we need to determine

all of the components of the stress and strain tensors σ and ε, on both sides of

the interface. Following the procedure outlined in [9], the necessary quantities are

obtained from u and t, the elastic constants, and a set of local coordinates along

the interface.

A second order Runge-Kutta method is used to advance the triangle nodes

dxi

dt
= vnn, i = 1, . . . , nv. (10)

where nv is the total number of computational nodes. The time-step size ∆t is

proportional to the smallest diameter of the triangular elements h, i.e., ∆t = Ch.

The constant factor C depends on the physical parameters of the system, and is

typically set in the range 0.005 ≤ C ≤ 0.01.

Since the shape of precipitate can change substantially during its evolution, an

adaptive mesh algorithm [22, 23] is used to achieve accurate and efficient simu-

lations. In this algorithm, the solid angle is uniformly resolved throughout the

simulation using the following local mesh restructuring operations to achieve an

optimal mesh density: grid equilibration, edge-swapping and node addition and

subtraction. This results in a density of node points that is proportional to the
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maximum of the curvature (in absolute value) so that grid points cluster in highly

curved regions of the interface. Further, each of the mesh triangles is nearly equi-

lateral.

In our algorithm, we remesh every Nt time steps, or when the change of the

surface area of the precipitate, compared with the surface area at previous grid

adjustment, exceeds a prescribed percentage (tols). Typically, in our simulations,

the parameters Nt and tols are chosen to be 25 and 0.2%, respectively.

Finally, an efficient parallelization algorithm is implemented for the diffusion

and elasticity solvers. The computational strategy for the parallelization is similar

to the one designed for the microstructural evolution in two-dimensional elastic

media [13]. A new feature of the algorithm implemented here is that the diffusion

and elasticity matrices are also divided among the different processors in order to

reduce the amount of memory required on each individual processor.

4. NUMERICAL VALIDATION

We demonstrate the convergence and accuracy of the numerical methods by

considering the case where the precipitate and matrix are both isotropic, though

with different elastic constants. For ellipsoids of revolution, Barnett et al. [28]

have computed the total energy as a function of aspect ratio, and Johnson and

Cahn [29] have computed, for a given volume, the equilibrium shape (minimum

total energy shape). Johnson and Cahn have shown that when the shear modulus

of the precipitate is less than that of the matrix, the equilibrium shape jumps from a

sphere to an ellipsoid of revolution at a critical value of the parameter Z in Eq. (1).

We use the Johnson and Cahn analysis and result to validate our numerical

scheme. Consider a spheroid with semi-axes a, a and b along the x1, x2 and x3 axes
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respectively. Define a shape parameter by ρ =

(

b

a

)1/3

. We take the case where

the dimensionless shear moduli (scaled by the shear modulus in the matrix) are

µP = 0.5 in the precipitate and µM = 1 in the matrix, while the Poisson ratios

are νP = νM = 0.25. We also take a dilatational misfit εij = δij , Z = 6.4, the

initial precipitate volume is V0(Ω
P ) = 4π/3 and far-field flux J = 0. For these

parameters, the transition from sphere to ellipsoid is possible above a critical value

Zc ≈ 5.7.

Figure 1 shows the simulation results for ρ as a function of time for different

numbers of triangular mesh elements, nf = 230, 420 and 740. An analogous plot

can be made for the total energy Wtot, though it is not presented here. The initial

shape is a spheroid with ρ = 0.76. The precipitate reaches an equilibrium shape for

each grid size, with the equilibrium values of ρ and Wtot converging to values that

are slightly less than the Johnson-Cahn analytical predictions. Specifically, at the

finest grid size, ρ = 0.71248 and Wtot = 74.1134, while the Johnson-Cahn result

(shown as the open circle in Fig. 1a) gives ρ = 0.7188 and Wtot = 74.1163 for the

equilibrium shape. We note that analytically, there are only very small differences

in total energy for spheroids with 0.7 < ρ < 1. For example, the total energy at

ρ = 0.71 is 74.1186, about 3 × 10−5 larger than the minimum total energy. Thus,

accurate numerical methods are required to obtain the precise equilibrium shape

by simulating the full diffusional dynamics. In addition, the analytical results are

restricted to ellipsoids of revolution, while the numerical simulation allows arbitrary

shapes.

Convergence of the scheme is shown in Figure 1b, in which the error in the

equilibrium shape parameter, ρeq , is plotted for different numbers of triangular el-

ements on the surface. The plot shows four different resolutions corresponding to
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nf = 230, 322, 420 and 740 triangular elements. The value of ρeq at the finest grid

size nf = 740 is taken as the exact value in computing the errors. The horizontal

scale is 1/740 − 1/nf . The convergence appears to be close to O(1/nf ). Finally,

Figure 1c shows the equilibrium shape of the precipitate at the end of the simulation

with nf = 420. For clarity, each curved triangular element is represented by con-

necting the mid-points of each (flat) surface triangle. As expected, the equilibrium

shape is approximately an ellipsoid of revolution. Note also that the adaptive mesh

algorithm adds more elements on the interface in the regions of large curvature.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

We present results from simulations of coarsening and growing precipitates. For

coarsening precipitates the far-field flux is zero, while for growing precipitates either

the far-field flux is positive or the far-field composition is set so that the precipitate

grows. We begin by considering the case where the precipitate and matrix are

both elastically isotropic, but with different elastic constants. We then consider

the anisotropic, inhomogeneous case.

5.1. Isotropic elasticity

Consider the evolution of a precipitate growing from a unit sphere with mis-

fit ε
T = diag(1,−1, 0). We choose this misfit because in the isotropic case, a

non-dilatational misfit or applied field is needed to break spherical symmetry be-

fore the onset of morphological instability [30, 9]. In particular, the misfit ε
T =

diag(1,−1, 0) allows for the existence of invariant planes with normals (±1,±1, 0),

and so the precipitate can lower its energy by facetting along these directions. Also,

we take µP = 0.5, µM = 1 and νP = νM = 0.25.
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We simulate particle growth using either flux or composition far-field conditions.

Consider first a constant far-field flux J . Figure 2 shows the precipitate evolution

with Z = 2 and J = 81. The top row shows a three-dimensional view, while

the second row shows a view from the positive z-axis. The flux J = 81 is chosen

because it is the highest flux for which a fourth-mode spherical harmonic is linearly

stable when Z = 0 (see [10] for details). At early times, the precipitate shape is

cuboidal with convex sides. As evolution proceeds, the high curvature edges of

the particle grow outwards so that the particle takes on a star-shape. That is, the

principle directions of the misfit strain tensor grow faster than the other directions.

This shape, when viewed in the x-y plane, is consistent with the two-dimensional

calculations of Jou et al. [9, 30].

Consider next a fixed far-field composition. Figure 3 shows growth under far-

field composition c∞ = −92.54, which corresponds to an initial flux J = 81. All

other parameters, and the views, are the same as in Fig. 2. We observe that the

unstable modes are more pronounced in Fig. 3 compared to those seen in Fig.

2. This reflects the fact that when c∞ is fixed and the particle size increases, the

flux into the system also increases [10]. The unstable modes quickly grow into

the nonlinear regime, leading to fairly complicated growth shapes at later times.

However, the four-fold perturbation still dominates, as it is driven by the elastic

energy.

In these computations, the adaptive mesh algorithm increases the number of

triangles from 320 at t = 0 to 1604 at the final stage of the simulations. Figure

4 shows the detailed mesh for the final shape of the constant far-field composition

case. The simulation is stopped when the mesh size increases beyond the memory

capacity needed to store the full diffusion and elasticity matrices.
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5.2. Anisotropic elasticity

Consider next the case where both the precipitate and matrix phases are elasti-

cally anisotropic. As discussed previously, the 3D Green’s function for anisotropic

elasticity are tabulated numerically to speed up the computation. We use elastic

constants appropriate to either a Ni3Al or a Ni3Si precipitate embedded in nickel

matrix [31]. In Voigt notation, the elastic constants for nickel are c11 = c22 = c33 =

2.03, c12 = c13 = c23 = 1.21 and c44 = c55 = c66 = 1; those for Ni3Al are c11 =

c22 = c33 = 1.83, c12 = c13 = c23 = 1.21 and c44 = c55 = c66 = 1.02; and those for

Ni3Si are c11 = c22 = c33 = 3.04, c12 = c13 = c23 = 1.62 and c44 = c55 = c66 = 1.35.

These constants are normalized by the value of c44 of the matrix phase. Note that

the effective shear modulus µ̄ = [c11+c22+c33−c12−c23−c13+3(c44+c55+c66)]/15

is 0.764 for nickel, 0.736 for Ni3Al and 1.094 for Ni3Si; hence the Ni3Al precipi-

tate is elastically ‘softer’ than the matrix while the Ni3Si precipitate is elastically

‘harder’ than the matrix. Also, in all three materials, the anisotropy is such that

the axial (〈100〉-type) directions are less stiff than the diagonal (〈111〉-type) direc-

tions. Finally, because the elastic anisotropy will drive the precipitate shape away

from a sphere, we consider a dilatational misfit ε
T = diag(1, 1, 1).

We consider first the coarsening dynamics of a precipitate towards its equilib-

rium shape by setting the far-field flux J = 0. Define a new shape parameter ρ∗

by

ρ∗ =

(

dmin

dmax

)1/3

, (11)

where dmin and dmax are the minimum and maximum diameters of the precipitate.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the shape parameter ρ∗ and the total energy Wtot

for a Ni3Al-Ni system with Z = 4. Two initial shapes were considered: a sphere

with ρ∗ = 1 (solid curve) and a ellipsoid with ρ∗ = 0.8 (dashed curve). At time
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t = 0.08, the sphere has evolved to a cuboid, Fig. 5(c), which is associated with a

plateau in the energy. This cuboidal shape is not stable, and continues to evolve to

an oblate cuboid, Fig. 5(d). The initial ellipsoid evolves more rapidly towards the

same oblate cuboid. These results are consistent with the stability calculations of

Mueller and Gross [7], who predicted a cuboid to oblate cuboid transition for large

particle size. However, they were unable to obtain stable oblate shapes in absence

of external loading [8].

The equilibrium shape for the hard Ni3Si precipitate can also be found by evolv-

ing with J = 0. The Ni3Si particle evolves towards a cuboid (not shown) for any

initial shape, in agreement with equilibrium shape calculations [7].

One of the advantages of the sharp interface method is that it allows for complete

control over the system’s parameters. As an example, we study precipitate evolution

as a function of the crystallographic orientation relationship between the precipitate

and the matrix. We again take the Ni3Al-Ni system with dilatational misfit, but

we allow their cubic axes to be misaligned. Specifically, take the coordinate system

(x, y, z) along the cube directions of the matrix, i.e., 〈100〉, 〈010〉 and 〈001〉. We take

the cubic directions of the precipitate to be rotated by angle ξ in a plane with the

normal n = 〈01̄1〉. From the cubic symmetry, the dependence on ξ is 180o-periodic

and symmetric about 90o. When ξ = 0o, the cubic axes of the precipitate and the

matrix are aligned, and we recover the results just discussed.

Figure 6 shows coarsened precipitate shapes as a function of ξ. The precipitates

are plate-like for all ξ, though the orientation depends on ξ. The precipitate shape

in Fig. 6a, corresponding to ξ = 30o, was generated using the initial shape given

in Fig. 5d. Figures 6b, ξ = 54.7o, and 6c, ξ = 90o, were generated using the initial

shapes in figures 6a and 6b respectively. In figure 6d, ξ = 90o again but the initial
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shape is taken to be a unit sphere. In 6a, 6b, and 6c the precipitate orientations

vary smoothly. In 6d, however, both the orientation and shape are quite different

from the precipitate shown in 6c. Also, the total energy in 6d is only slightly smaller

than that in 6c: 53.605 for 6d and 53.895 for 6c. This suggests that there may be

multiple local minima for ξ = 90o. Further simulations suggest this may be true

for other values of ξ and this is currently under study.

We conclude by considering the growth of a precipitate when both the precip-

itate and matrix phases are elastically anisotropic. As above, the misfit strain is

dilatational and we consider both a Ni3Al and a Ni3Si precipitate. Figure 7a-c

shows the growth of an initially unit spherical Ni3Al precipitate with Z = 4 and a

constant flux far-field J = 81. The growing Ni3Al precipitate develops non-convex

faces. Such non-convex morphologies have been observed experimentally by Yoo,

Yoon and Henry [32] in a model nickel superalloy system (Fig. 7d).

Figures 8(a)-(c) show the growth of a Ni3Si precipitate under the same condi-

tions. In this case, the Ni3Si precipitate maintains convex faces.6 Morever, the

shape parameter ρ∗ tends toward a constant value in time as seen in figure 8(d).

This suggest that the growth becomes self-similar at large times for this value of the

flux J . Such self-similar growth under constant flux conditions has been observed

in the absence of elasticity by Cristini and Lowengrub [10, 11]. Indeed recall that in

the absence of elasticity the value of the flux J = 81 corresponds to the self-similar

flux for a spherical shape perturbed by a four-fold spherical harmonic [10].

6We note that because the adaptive mesh algorithm adds or subtracts elements only when the

curvature changes, the number of elements needed to resolve the Ni3Al particle increases in time,

while the number of elements for the Ni3Si particle remains constant after a brief initial transient.
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a numerical sharp interface method, to track the diffusional

evolution of a precipitate in three-dimensions. While such methods have been devel-

oped in two-dimensions, they have to date proven too costly for three-dimensional

simulations.

Most of the difficulty in simulating microstructural evolution using sharp in-

terface models in three-dimensions involves discretizing the moving interface and

solving the boundary integral equations for elasticity. Some features of the bound-

ary integral collocation method used in the present work are: 1) the approximation

of surface and surface quantities are conducted via second order Lagrangian inter-

polation; 2) accurate integration quadratures are used for singular, nearly singular

and regular integrals respectively; 3) an adaptive surface mesh, which optimizes

the local mesh density according to the surface curvature, is used; 4) efficient par-

allelization is implemented.

The code is validated for isotropic elasticity by comparing simulation results

for long-time coarsened shapes with the equilibrium shape analysis of Johnson

and Cahn. We also compute growing shapes for isotropic elasticity under both

constant far-field flux and far-field composition conditions. The shapes rapidly

become nonlinear and the constant composition morphology is more complex than

the constant flux morphology. This is consistent with the theory developed in [10].

In elastically anisotropic systems, we confirm that our simulation results for

long-time coarsened shapes are consistent with the equilibrium shape calculations

of Mueller and Gross [7, 8]. We also consider coarsened precipitate where the cubic

axes of the precipitate are different from those of the matrix. Our results suggest

that there may be more than one minima in the energy and so the observed shape
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will depend on the growth path. Finally, we simulate growth of precipitates under

constant flux conditions. In the case of a soft Ni3Al precipitate in a nickel matrix,

we find non-convex precipitate shapes consistent with experimental observations.

In the case of a hard Ni3Si precipitate grown under the same conditions, we find

self-similar growth of a convex shape.

We believe that the three-dimensional boundary integral method with interface

tracking presented here is the state-of-the-art. Sharp interface simulations allow

for a very accurate description of interface geometry, as well as precise control

over the equations governing particle growth and elasticity. The extension of this

method to systems containing multiple precipitates is straightforward but costly.

The efficiency of method can be improved by using the fast multipole method [33]

and by approximating the long-range diffusion and elastic interactions (e.g. see [34]

in 2-D). This is currently under study.
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FIG. 1 (a) The time evolution of the shape parameter ρ from the numerical sim-

ulation is shown as a function of time for different numbers of triangular mesh

elements, nf . (b) The error in the equilibrium shape parameter, ρeq , is plotted for

different numbers of triangular elements on the surface. The value of ρeq at the

finest grid size, nf = 740, is taken as the exact value in computing the errors. (c)

The shape of the precipitate is shown at the end of the simulation with 420 trian-

gular elements. The parameters for all the figures are V0(Ω
P ) = 4π/3, Z = 6.4,

µP = 0.5, µM = 1, νP = νM = 0.25, and ε
T = diag(1, 1, 1).

FIG. 2 Time sequence of precipitate shapes from a unit sphere with J = 81,

Z = 2, elastic constants µP = 0.5, µM = 1, νP = νM = 0.25, and the misfit

ε
T = diag(1,−1, 0). The top row shows three-dimensional views of the precipitate

as it grows while the bottom row shows the same precipitates viewed from the

positive z axis. The times for each column are t = 0.18, t = 0.815 and t = 2.885.

FIG. 3 Time sequence of precipitate shapes from a unit sphere with c∞ = −92.54,

Z = 2, elastic constants µP = 0.5, µM = 1, νP = νM = 0.25, and the misfit

ε
T = diag(1,−1, 0). The views are the same as in figure 2. The times for each

column are t = 0.11, t = 0.18 and t = 0.25.

FIG. 4 The detailed mesh for the final shape (t = 0.25) of the constant far-field

composition case shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 5 (a) The evolution of the shape parameter ρ∗ for a Ni3Al precipitate in a

nickel matrix. The solid line is obtained for evolution from a unit sphere, while the

dashed line is from a spheroidal shape with the same volume. Also, the flux J = 0,

Z = 4, and the misfit ε
T = diag(1, 1, 1). (b) The same as (a) except for the total

energy Wtot. (c) The precipitate shape at time t = 0.08 as evolved from the unit

sphere. (d) The precipitate shape at equilibrium.

FIG. 6 The coarsened shapes of the Ni3Al precipitates in nickel matrix as the

crystallographic directions of the precipitate is rotated by an angle ξ in a plane

with the normal n = 〈01̄1〉. In (a), ξ = 30o; (b), ξ = 54.7o and in (c), (d) ξ = 90o.

The precipitates in (c) and (d) were generated using different initial shapes as

described in the text. In these simulations, V0(Ω
P ) = 4π/3, J = 0, Z = 4 and

ε
T = diag(1, 1, 1).

FIG. 7 Images (a)-(c) show a time sequence of the growth of Ni3Al precipitates in

a nickel matrix for the flux J = 81, Z = 4, and the misfit ε
T = diag(1, 1, 1). The

initial shape is a unit sphere. The cubic axes are normal to sides of the growing

cuboids so that the corners are in the cube diagonal directions. Figure (d) shows an

image taken from an experiment [32] showing Ni-based precipitates with concave

faces similar to those observed in our simulation.

FIG. 8 Images (a)-(c) show a time sequence of the growth of a Ni3Si precipitate

in a nickel matrix for the flux J = 81, Z = 4, and the misfit ε
T = diag(1, 1, 1). The

initial shape is a unit sphere. Figure (d) shows the corresponding evolution of the

shape parameter ρ∗.
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